Combined Use of Retraction and Torque Arch with Mini-Screws: A Cephalometric Study
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ABSTRACT

Objective: Our objective was to investigate and quantify the treatment of micro-implant-aided retraction and torque (R&T) arch on dentofacial structures.

Methods: Twelve patients (mean age 21.2 years) who required orthodontic camouflage treatment were included in the study. Following the canine distalization, mini-screws were placed between maxillary first molars and second premolars, and R&T arch was applied for the retraction of incisors. The vertical retraction arms of the arch were adjusted between the apex of the lateral incisor and the alveolar bone so that the retraction force passed through the center of resistance of four incisors and forced the incisors to bodily retraction. Closed coil-springs applying 150 gr of force were used to retract the incisors. The retraction period lasted for 217±34 days.

Results: SNA and NV-A decreased (p<0.05), indicating alveolar bone remodeling around Point A. The reduction in the SNA caused a statistically significant decrease in the ANB (p<0.01). SN/1, NA/1, NA-1, and overjet decreased significantly (p<0.01), depending on the retrusion of the incisors. The distances from the apex and incisal point of the central incisor to the SV reference plane also decreased significantly (p<0.01), revealing a nearly parallel movement of the incisors. Anchorage loss of the molars and decrease in nasolabial angle were not significant (p>0.05).

Conclusion: A combined use of R&T arch with mini-screws is an effective method to retract the incisors without anchorage loss. The type of movement is nearly parallel.
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INTRODUCTION

An increased procumbency of the upper lip and convex profile are seen due to overjet of upper incisors in patients with Class II Division I malocclusion, or Class I bimaxillary dentoalveolar protrusion. Orthodontic treatment of such patients aims to reduce teeth proclination and to improve the relation between the teeth and lips, and thus provide the patient with a more linear profile (1). The retraction of upper incisors plays an important role in the functions of the stomatognathic system, frontal and profile esthetic views of the face, and the stability of orthodontic therapy. However, the mechanics that would be performed to enhance the anchorage of posterior teeth should be accurately planned prior to the retraction of incisors (2, 3).

Anchorage control plays a key role in both structural and facial esthetics of patients. Maximum anchorage is required when 75% of the extraction cavity has to be covered by anterior teeth. Various techniques have been developed to provide maximum anchorage (4). Traditional methods, such as torque and tip-back bending, intermaxillary elastics, extraoral force, transpalatal arch, or Nance appliance can be used to enhance the orthodontic anchorage (5, 6). Skeletal anchorage screws are preferred when absolute anchorage is required. The use of mini-screws has become widespread within the last years because they can be placed (safe zone) during any phase of development, the force can be applied immediately, and there is no need for patient cooperation. Easy use
for both the patient and physician and low cost are other advantages of mini-screws (7, 8). These screws are temporary anchorage units and have smooth surfaces since they have not been designed for osseointegration. Therefore, they are not available for long-term functional and esthetic use, and they are removed when anchorage is not needed anymore. Today, the most frequently used temporary skeletal anchorage devices include micro-screws, mini-screws, mini-implants, palatal implants, and modified mini-plaques (9).

Bae et al. (10) suggested that micro-implants placed between the second premolar and the first molar could be used with a closed coil spring for the retraction of maxillary incisors. Kawakami et al. (11) placed a mini-screw between the first and second molars and enhanced the anchorage of posterior regions by attaching these implants to the molar bands. Upadhyay et al. (12) performed mass retraction of 6 anterior teeth by applying 150 gr force on micro-screws. Park et al. (13) also performed mass retraction by using micro-screws, and they reported approximately 4-months shorter treatment period with only 0.26 mm anchorage loss.

Retraction and torque (R&T) arch is a retraction wire developed by F. G. Sander and produced in two different compositions for the anterior and posterior segments (14). Two posterior segments are made of stainless steel wire, whereas anterior segment is made of super elastic wire. The anterior segment has been produced in three different diameters so that it could be used in two different bracket systems with .018 and .022 slots. However, the posterior segment has a diameter of .017x.022 only. The anterior segment has a torque of 30° or 45° (Table 1). Palatal root torque is given to the incisor region by attaching the anterior and posterior segments angularly to each other with a piece of crimping. There are vertical, stainless steel retraction arms soldered to the attachment point of anterior and posterior segments. During retraction of incisors, the force is applied to the teeth via closed coil-springs, which are attached to these vertical arms. Literature review revealed that R&T arch wire has not been widely used in the orthodontic practice. Various methods have been used to counteract torque loss in conjunction with retraction of maxillary anterior teeth. One of these is a biomechanic method in which the retraction force vector is optimized, such as R&T arch together with lever arms and mini-screws. The null hypothesis tested was that the use of R&T arch together with lever arms and mini-screws would be more beneficial than sliding mechanics for the treatment of patients requiring maximum anchorage.

METHODS

This study was approved by the ethical committee on research of the Sağlık Bilimleri University in Ankara, Turkey.

The present study comprised 12 patients with the mean age of 21.2±3.1 years. The inclusion criteria were as follows:

- Eruption of all permanent teeth without congenital absence of any tooth
- Presence of Class II Division I malocclusion and obvious proclination of upper central incisors
- An overbite within the normal ranges
- Regular order of lower incisors or minimal irregularity not exceeding 2-3 mm
- Maximum anchorage cases that require camouflage treatment by eliminating excessive overjet with extraction of maxillary first premolars
- Completed active growth period
- No congenital disease or systemic problem

Table 1. Production of arch wire (R&T)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical</th>
<th>Front segment</th>
<th>Torque</th>
<th>Lateral Segment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.016x.022</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.017x.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.016x.022</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.017x.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.017x.025</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.017x.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.017x.025</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>0.017x.022</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. a-c. Clinical setup for retraction and torque arch with mini-screw
1. a. Intraoral frontal image
1. b. Intraoral left image
1. c. Intraoral right image

After the extraction of first premolars, Nance appliance and .018 slot Roth brackets were attached. Following the leveling phase,
0.16×0.16 stainless steel arch wire was applied, and lace-back was performed for canine distalization. Thereafter, a mini-screw (Miniscrews AbsoAnchor, Dentos, Daegu, Korea; diameter, 1.3 mm; length 8 mm) was placed between the first molar and the second premolar and R&T arch with an anterior segment of .016×.022, and a torque value of 45° was applied for the retraction of incisors. Closed coil-springs (Sentalloy, Tomy, Tokyo, Japan) applying 150 gr force were inserted between the mini-screws and the vertical loop of the R&T arch to retract the incisors (Figure 1a–c). The patients were followed up at 3-week intervals, and at the end of the incisor retraction period that lasted for 217±34 days, final settling of the occlusion was provided by intraoral elastics.

Lateral cephalometric radiographs were taken twice in all the patients: T1, before the retraction (after leveling for eliminated initial protrusion of the incisors), and T2, after closure of the extraction spaces. To evaluate the skeletal alterations SNA, SNB, ANB, Nv-A, Go, Y-axis, SN/PP, SN/MP were used. To evaluate the dental alterations SN/Occ, SN/1, NA/1, overjet, overbite were measured. The nasolabial angle was used to determine the soft tissue. Despite these conventional analyses, a vertical reference plane (SV) from sella, perpendicular to Frankfort Horizontal plane, was reconstructed, and the vertical distances from the apex and incisal point of the maxillary central incisor were measured to determine the amount of horizontal movement of the maxillary incisor. Skeletal, dental, and soft-tissue measurements are illustrated in Figures 2-4.

Statistical analysis
Cephalometric measurements were made on cephalograms taken before T1 and after T2 the retraction of incisors to assess dental, skeletal, and soft tissue changes. The measurements of 5 randomly selected patients were repeated to control the personal drawing error level. Nonparametric Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to compare the paired values of measurements. Probability of 0.05 was considered significant.

RESULTS
None of the 36 mini-screws failed before the end of the retraction period. In all the patients, increased overjet was eliminated, and Class I canine and Class II molar relation were attained at the end of orthodontic treatment that lasted for 217±34 days. In the evaluation of skeletal parameters, it was determined that decreases in SNA and Nv-A were statistically significant (p<0.05), indicating alveolar bone remodeling around Point A. The reduction in the SNA caused a statistically significant decrease in ANB (p<0.001).
One of the treatment approaches to reduce the increased overjet in adult patients is camouflage treatment that consists of the extraction of maxillary first premolars to allow retraction of the anterior segment maintaining the disto-basal jaw relationship (16). Patients who required camouflage treatment were included in our study, and increased overjet was corrected with a combined use of R&T arch wire with mini-screw.

Ricketts et al. (17) defined that canines and four incisors exist on different planes in the space and defended that they should be retracted independently from each other because of this difference. Therefore, in our study, canine distalization was done prior to the retraction of incisors. An R&T arch with 45° palatal torque was preferred in our study. This torque prevents tipping of incisors and forces the teeth to parallel movement. To provide maximum anchorage, mini-screws were placed between the first molar and second premolar, and retraction force was applied on the incisors by using open coil-springs fixed on these screws. Samuel et al. (18) reported that 150 gr and 200 gr closed coil-springs produce more consistent space closure than an elastic module, and the researchers found no significant difference regarding the rates of space closure caused by 150 gr and 200 gr springs. In our study, open coil-spring applying 150 gr force was used.

When the distance from the apex of molars and mesial cusp tip to the SV reference plane was measured, no anchorage loss was observed in the posterior teeth. On the other hand, Dincer et al. (19) found an anchorage loss with tipping movement of molar teeth during the retraction of upper incisors with both PG spring and open-coil spring systems, despite the use of transpalatal arch in the open-coil spring group. Upadhyay et al. (12) compared micro-screws and conventional anchorage methods during the retraction period of incisors and observed no anchorage loss in the molar region during the retraction with mini-screws. Park et al. (13) and Yao et al. (1) compared mini-screws and conventional methods during the retraction period of incisors and reported superiority of mini-screws over the conventional methods with regard to anchorage loss.

In our study, a statistically significant reduction was observed in SN/1, NA/1, and NA-1 parameters at the end of retraction period of 217±34 days. The height of the right and left vertical arms of the R&T arch was arranged to be in the middle of the root of lateral incisor so that the force passed through the center of resistance of maxillary four incisors. Thus, incisors were forced to bodily movement, which is more difficult and takes more time as compared to tipping movement. Evaluating the distance from the apex and incisive margin of central incisor to SV reference plane, it was detected that the apex and incisive margin moved 8.2 mm and 9.1 mm respectively in the posterior direction, and the movement was nearly parallel. On the other hand, Demir et al. (20), who evaluated the effects of camouflage treatment in patients with Class II Division 1 malocclusion, reported lingual tipping of upper incisors rather than bodily retraction, depending on the lack of third-order control. Sanıkaya et al. (21) found that maxillary incisors moved 4.5 mm in the lingual direction at the coronal level, 3 mm at the cervical level, and 1.5 mm at the apical level. The type of movement in that study was not pure retraction.
translation, but rather a controlled tipping. Upadhyay et al. (12) as well used mini-screws as an anchorage during the retraction of incisors and detected that maxillary anterior incisors were retracted primarily by controlled tipping and partly by translation. The nasolabial angle is made up of both the soft tissue (pronasale) and the cartilaginous (columella) portions of the nose, which continues to grow forward, as well the soft tissue of the upper lip. In some studies, there were significant changes in the nasolabial angle resulting from tooth extraction (22, 23). However, this study concurs with the study of Janson et al. (24). Almeida et al. (25) displayed a statistically insignificant nasolabial angle change. The nasolabial angle did not respond uniformly to the retraction of the upper incisors in this study. This was probably due to the use of different reference planes or difference in soft tissue thickness. This indicates a high number of variables, including differences in soft tissue thickness and tension between individuals. This was probably due to the use of different reference planes or difference in soft tissue thickness.

In our study, retraction of the incisors caused a remodeling around the Point A. The SNA angle decreased at the end of the retraction period revealing that the A-point was located further posterior relative to the anterior cranial base after treatment. This decrease also caused a reduction in the ANB angle. These results concur with the study of Bravo (26) in which patients who had 4 premolar extractions were compared with those who never had a premolar extraction. The results of this study showed that the A-point was retruded by the retrusion of the maxillary incisors. Similar to our study, Vardimon et al. (27) stated that the movement of the root in the posterior direction caused a remodeling at the labial cortical bone.

In the present study, no statistically significant change was observed regarding palatal, occlusal, and mandibular plane angles. Staggers (28), who compared the treatment with and without a first premolar extraction, found statistically insignificant increase in the mandibular plane angle in both groups. Although the retraction of maxillary incisors and remodeling at Point A caused an increase in the nasolabial angle, this increase was not statistically significant in our study. This result is compatible with the results of Conleya et al. (29) and Weyrich et al. (30). In the present study, overbite did not change significantly. Although the incisive margin was remarkably retracted, a significant vertical change was not observed. Whereas the results concerning overbite are consistent with the results of the PG retraction group, they are inconsistent in terms of the type of upper-incisor movement in the sagittal plane.

**CONCLUSION**

The null hypothesis was accepted. The findings of our study are as follows:

1. A combined use of R&T arch wire with mini-screws is an effective method to retract the incisors without the anchorage loss.
2. When the vertical retraction arms of the R&T arch are adjusted between the apex of the lateral incisor and the deepest point of the alveolar bone, the retraction force passes through the center of resistance of four incisors and provides bodily retraction.
3. There are a few limitations to the present study as there is no control group and no different study methods. Further studies using different retraction methods with a control group are needed.
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